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4. Discussion
The results revealed that the AnyBody model is suitable in describing the dependence between disc pressure and
motion angles during flexion-extension and axial rotation (Fig. 3a, b and e, f). In lateral bending the model
provided adequate values only for motion angles lower than ±15° (Fig. 3c). The steep increase of disc pressure
when the angle exceeded ±15° can be related to over-activations of the recruited muscles and suggests to
account for that postural limit when setting movement param-eters in AnyBody model. The pressure values
calculated with the CF approach resulted from 0.1 to 0.2 MPa higher than those com-puted with the QE
approach (Fig. 3). This difference in the results was confirmed in all the evaluated tasks (Fig. 4). In this regard,
while CF is based on constant correction factor from in vitro tests, QE was derived from in silico study by
Ghezelbash et al. (2016) with the aim of accounting for the effect of the relative flexion-extension angle
between L4 and L5 (evaluated from 2° to 11°, positive in flexion) on disc pressure. Specifically, Ghezelbash
et al. (2016) reported increasing disc pressure in dependence on increasing rotation angle at given axial
compression. Moreover, the pressure increasing was found maximum in case of absence of axial compression
and proportionally decreased in function of higher compression conditions. In the present work the axial
com-pression was never negligible (due to the presence of the upper body weight) and the rotation angle
between L4 and L5 was found moderate in the considered tasks (ranging from 1.7° to +5.9°) thus justifying
the lower pressure values found with QE approach.
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